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FABRIC TECHNOLOGIES
Isotex Stretch 5000 - 20000.
Isotex Stretch fabrics are waterproof, breathable and windproof; the hydrophilic breathable system allows inner moisture vapour to escape.
Designed to keep you dry and comfortable outdoors whilst the active fit stretch yarns give greater comfort and movement.

Isotex 5000 - 15000.
Isotex 5000 - 15000 fabrics are waterproof, breathable and windproof; the hydrophilic breathable system allows inner moisture vapour to
escape. Designed to keep you dry and comfortable outdoors.

Every stitch and fibre uses the latest

Isotex.

Isolite 5000 and Isolite.

Hydrafort.

Isoviz.

With a waterproof hydrostatic
head of 3000mm, the waterproof
performance keeps the water
out whilst the hydrophilic
breathability system allows inner
moisture vapour to escape.

A waterproof and breathable
lightweight fabric range
designed to keep you dry and
comfortable outdoors. Isolite
5000 has a hydrostatic head
of 5000mm.

Hydrafort fabric is both
waterproof and windproof,
providing reliable protection
from the elements.

Suitable for high energy activity,
the Isoviz fabric has good
wicking performance, is quick
drying and has a highly
reflective print which provides
enhanced visibility.

Isovapo.

Isovent.

Isoflex.

Nanotex Dry Inside.

Isovapo is our most lightweight
and breathable fabric, ideal for
high intensity activities.

Isovent fabric is ideal for high
energy activity with quick drying
and highly breathable
properties.

Isoflex fabric is ideal for high
energy outdoor activities with a
quick dry, water repellent finish
and active fit stretch yarns for
greater comfort and movement.

Nanotex Dry Inside is
modified at a molecular level
to wick moisture away from
your skin - stays dry next to
skin, reduces chafing and
irritation, whilst maximising
comfort.

technology to give you the best
performance and comfort - waterproof,
breathable, moisture wicking and active
stretch. In a head to head against the
elements, Regatta’s all-weather gear
wins hands down, every time.
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Merino Tech Wool.

Technical Wool Mix.

Warmloft.

Thermoguard.

A great weight-to-warmth ratio,
Merino wool blend insulates in
cold temperatures, regulating
your body temperature, dries
quickly once wet whilst
naturally controlling odour.

Blended fibre knit traps heat
close to the body for intuitive
temperature and moisture
management, keeping you dry
and comfortable.

Premium synthetic down touch
insulating technology. A highly
compressible, soft-touch
warmth without the bulk. Water
repellent and quick drying to
help reduce odour.

Made up of synthetic fibres
which trap the air keeping you
warm in cold conditions. Quick
drying and easy to care for.

Regatta’s technical insulation range
offers performance and warmth through
a variety of garment fills. From protection
in very low temperatures to gear for active
cold weather exploring, we provide the best
technology for your adventures.
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Softshell XPT.

Softshell.

Water repellent and wind
resistant to keep you warm and
comfortable during high energy
activities. This breakthrough
technology enables better
breathability whilst the
lightweight qualities give
greater ease of movement.

Water repellent and wind
resistant to keep you warm
and comfortable during high
energy activities.

OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

Coolweave.

Coolweave Hybrid.

Coolweave Vintage Wash.

Made from 100% cotton, this
fabric is cool to wear due to its
airflow construction, drawing
heat away from the skin,
keeping you comfortable.

Coolweave Hybrid fabrics
contain a high percentage of
cotton fibres. Ideal for the great
outdoors, they give a natural
cooling effect next to the skin.

This garment has been
specifically designed to feature
a washed look that will continue
to change over time and may
vary due to washing effect.

Symmetry.

Extol Stretch.

Comfortable and practical to
wear, perfect for the outdoors
with an anti-pill finish making it
durable and long lasting. Quick
drying, easy to care for and super
soft to provide extra comfort.

Regatta’s warm backed stretch
fabric technology is ideal for
high energy outdoor activities,
with a quick drying finish to
minimise rain impact and provide
protection from windchill.

Regatta’s wind resistant fabric technologies
offer guaranteed protection from the
elements. Whether you are tackling exposed
mountain summits or hiking on blustery trails
our ranges provide the best technology for
all your outdoor adventures.
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For further information on our technologies visit www.regatta.com

